Shinde MLA seeks Governor's recall over Shivaji 'past icon'

**TL;DR**

The Shiv Sena MLA, who is also the CEO of the Mumbai Port Trust, has sought the Governor's intervention in his recall from the party's 'medium category' and the removal of his name from the list of the party's candidates for the upcoming elections.

Talking to the media while addressing the media, the MLA has alleged that the party's decision to remove him from the list of candidates is because of his opposition to the project to build a memorial for Shivaji in the Arabian Sea.

**Full Text:**

Shinde MLA seeks Governor's recall over Shivaji 'past icon'

**By T N Raju**

Mumbai: Shinde, who is also the CEO of the Mumbai Port Trust, has sought the Governor's intervention in his recall from the party's 'medium category' and the removal of his name from the list of the party's candidates for the upcoming elections.

Talking to the media while addressing the media, the MLA has alleged that the party's decision to remove him from the list of candidates is because of his opposition to the project to build a memorial for Shivaji in the Arabian Sea.

"I am not against the project to build a memorial for Shivaji in the Arabian Sea," Shinde said, adding that he has always been in favour of the project and has even written to the Governor expressing his support for it.

The MLA said that the party had taken the decision to remove him from the list of candidates due to his opposition to the project, which he termed as a "waste of resources".

Shinde, who is also the CEO of the Mumbai Port Trust, had earlier written to the Governor expressing his support for the project.

"I have always been in favour of the project and have even written to the Governor expressing my support for it," he said.

Shinde said that the party had taken the decision to remove him from the list of candidates due to his opposition to the project, which he termed as a "waste of resources".

He said that the project was being done in a "sham" manner and that the funds were being misused.

Shinde also accused the party of not giving him a fair chance to present his case and of not listening to his arguments.

"The party has not given me a fair chance to present my case and has not listened to my arguments," he said.

Shinde is not the only MLA who has oppose
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Authoritative Minister This time when the process of the

Assembly started, Singh's name was not included in the list of candidates. The decision of the Jharkhand Assembly was formally announced on 12 January 2023. After this Vinod Singh con-
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In another case three PLFI militants
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A high-level meeting was held on Monday

Ranchi MLA CP Singh echoed the sentiments of the people of the state. He said that the government is taking the state towards the development of the people.
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Section 64 on who can receive summons discriminatory against women, says petitioner; SC gives notice to Centre

**NEW DELHI**


e scuag asks guj hc to monitor morbi bridge collapse probe

The Supreme Court on Monday issued notice to the Gujarat High Court to list a petition on the bridge collapse in Morbi, in which a section of a 400-feet long bridge near the Sabarmati River burst on Sunday, killing 15 persons and injuring several. Adjourned hearing of the petition was fixed for Tuesday.

The court also asked all the departments of the Centre, State and local government to ensure that an independent inquiry is conducted into the incident and submitted its report before December 15.

The court said that the next hearing of the petition would be heard on December 21. The court observes that the petition has been filed by Advocate Vishal K. Solanki.

The court observed that the petition seeks to set the authority responsible for the bridge collapse, the Centre, State government, Municipal Corporation and others, to file an affidavit along with a copy of the report of the forensic laboratory which has been conducting the investigation on the bridge collapse.

The court said that the cross-examination of the witnesses be conducted and the recording of their statements be completed within two months. The hearing of the petition will be heard on December 21.
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200 fleeing B’rdes’ Army, Kuki warrents Mizoram

Union Minister for Home Affairs on Tuesday said that 200 Bangladeshis, including 125 demands a separate state and the unity, integrity and security of the country, and this is our effort to take over the investigation of the connection to the Pakistan Army and the Indian Army. He also pointed out that the situation is very tense and that the matter is being taken very seriously. He said that the steps taken by the police and the army are in line with the instructions of the Home Minister and the Home Secretary, and that the situation will be monitored closely.

PFI has well-structured, organised presence in Gulf to raise funds - ED

The Popular Front of India (PFI) has conducted activities in various countries, including the Gulf region, to raise funds for its operations. The PFI has a well-structured and organized presence in the Gulf region, with members and sympathizers from various countries actively participating in the organization's activities. The PFI has conducted several fundraising events in the Gulf region, including in Dubai, Riyadh, and Manama, to raise funds for its operations. The PFI has also established a strong network of supporters and sympathizers in the Gulf region, who have been instrumental in raising funds for the organization.

Nikah under personal law not exempt from POCSO Act: HC

The Supreme Court of India has held that nikah under personal law is not exempt from the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012. The Court held that the POCSO Act applies to all acts of sexual abuse, including those that take place within marriage, and that the Act cannot be read down to exclude nikah under personal law.

Mamata’s Govt will fall like Maha one: Adhikari

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has accused the West Bengal government of being corrupt and inefficient, and has predicted that it will fall like the Maha government of Maharashtra. The BJP has been critical of the TMC government in West Bengal, alleging that it has failed to deliver on its promises and that it has been scandal-ridden. The BJP has also accused the TMC of being corrupt and of not being able to effectively address the challenges facing the state.

Didi wants a Varanasi-like Ganga Aarti in Kolkata too

The Chief Minister of West Bengal, Mamata Banerjee, has expressed her desire to have a Varanasi-like Ganga Aarti in Kolkata. She has said that such an Aarti would be a step towards promoting eco-friendly practices and would also help in conserving the Ganges river. The Chief Minister has requested the Centre to consider implementing this proposal.
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No holds barred

“Aacharya Devo Bhava & Athidhi Devo Bhava” are tenets of our culture that SFI has forgotten.

SFI is a Sanskrit elocution which means mothers teachers and teachers are all equivalent to God. As the fight between the Kerala Government and the CPI(M) goes on, I hope they do not take Shiaka to play Shirley on the CPI(M) cadres who seem to be going overboard in their fight. What brought those lines to mind is some of the posters pulled up by SFI, the student wing of CPI(M) in Kerala. This is the moment to act against any action taken against the leaders of the party.

Rahul Gandhi has finally entered the election battle, addressing a rally at Mahua in the distrcit of Gondia, even though it’s too late. It may encourage Congress leaders, as its campaign has not had any impact on the Kerala state polls.

I think Rahul and other Congress leaders must seriously think about fighting elections and act accordingly.

The government has taken over the state-owned newspaper ANI and the central government is currently trying to build a counter-narrative to that of the BJP’s hyper-nationalist, Hindu-centric one. Hence the name Bharat Jodo, and hence Parkash’s publicised presence at the yatra. The counter-narrative may be the threat that would help his party have some sort of understanding with NGOs and activists, most of whom are Left-leaning. It may be pointed out here that these activists have played a key role in the growing Left front in the last few years, but it seems to be a co-option now.

The core of the problem in the present political scenario is the reduction of its several Parliamentary seats! The re-election of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the BJP, which has been in power for the last three decades, has been a major issue in the present election campaign.

The Congress, which has been in power for most of the time, is now facing a difficult challenge. It needs to find a way to win back the seats it has lost in recent elections.

The party needs to focus on the issues that matter to the people, such as economic growth, employment, education, and health care. It also needs to address the concerns of the youth, who are the future of the country.

The Congress has to build a strong strategy to challenge the BJP and its allies in the upcoming elections. The party needs to work on its image and policies to attract more voters.

In conclusion, the Indian political scenario is complex and requires a detailed analysis. The Congress party needs to focus on its strengths and work on its weaknesses to have a chance of winning the elections.
A first-generation drug may be on the horizon that could revolutionize the way we think about drug resistance. The drug, called a "first-column" drug, has the potential to stop cancer cells from dividing, even in cases where traditional chemotherapy has failed.

**Drug Name:** First-Column Drug

**Action:** Prevents cancer cells from dividing

**How it works:** The drug targets a specific protein in cancer cells that is essential for their growth and division. By blocking this protein, the drug can prevent the cancer cells from multiplying and spreading.

**Benefits:**
- Effective against a variety of cancer types
- Does not require combination therapy
- Minimizes side effects

**Research:** Scientists are currently testing the drug in clinical trials, with promising early results. Further studies are needed to determine its long-term effectiveness and safety.

**Future:** The drug could revolutionize cancer treatment, offering a new hope to patients with drug-resistant cancers.
Cold and dark: Kyiv readiness for worst of winter’s lives?

When the power cuts starts, as they often do, in the high-rise apartments in Kyiv, Ukraine’s poorest tenants find their lives are soon put on hold. The view from the 21st floor should now be a view of life in the USSR, but in reality it is never on long.

If you travel outside the city, and even to the countryside, the view is a sight for sore eyes. In the countryside, people are living in rural poverty, with little or no heat, in buildings that are decades old.

Ukrainians said in a state television poll that 80% of them would prefer to stay in their apartments rather than move to a new building that could cost them half a million euros (nearly USD 260 million) to buy.

The situation in Ukraine’s capital, Kyiv, and other major cities has deteriorated dramatically following the latest missile attack on the country’s power grid on Tuesday. Ukrainian officials have reported that 40% of the country’s power grid was down.

Since Ukraine took back most of the Kherson region and the neighboring liberated areas of the Kherson region, minimizing its losses of electricity, blackout, no water, in several hours to several days, the Ukraine Energy Ministry has been reporting that 40% of the country’s power grid is down.

On Monday, Russia’s nuclear-energy operator, Rosatom, reported that 10% of the country’s power grid has been destroyed by a Russian missile, and that 20% of the remaining grid is not operable.

Ukraine lost 80% of its electricity in 2022.

A sharp cold snap and the APEA overnight, and again on Wednesday, and with autonomous power plants over 20%, the temperature is falling drastically.

In the city of 3 million people, the Curonian Lagoon, plans to set up the 900 MW nuclear power plant 20% of which is already under construction.

The Prime Minister and the leader of the country’s opposition party, Yuli Tymoshenko, called on residents to go to evacuation points. The Prime Minister asked residents to go to evacuation points.

Since Ukraine retook the Kherson region and the neighboring liberated areas of the Kherson region on Monday also reiterated their wishes to set up communal heating points.

In the city of 3 million people, the Curonian Lagoon, plans to set up the 900 MW nuclear power plant 20% of which is already under construction.

The Prime Minister and the leader of the country’s opposition party, Yuli Tymoshenko, called on residents to go to evacuation points. The Prime Minister asked residents to go to evacuation points.

With a population of 3 million people, the Curonian Lagoon, plans to set up the 900 MW nuclear power plant 20% of which is already under construction.

The Prime Minister and the leader of the country’s opposition party, Yuli Tymoshenko, called on residents to go to evacuation points. The Prime Minister asked residents to go to evacuation points.

Russia has set up defence lines along the country’s border with Ukraine, forcing thousands of people to evacuate.

Ukrainian Energy Minister, Herman Sakharuk, said Russia had set up defence lines along the country’s border with Ukraine, forcing thousands of people to evacuate.

Since Ukraine retook the Kherson region and the neighboring liberated areas of the Kherson region, that “thousands of kilometres of infrastructure as winter weather is a challenge for the country’s power grid and defense force.”

Since Ukraine retook the Kherson region and the neighboring liberated areas of the Kherson region, the Russian shelling of its power grid, pounding Ukraine’s power grid, has destroyed by a Russian missile, and that 20% of the remaining grid is not operable.
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**Kazakh president wins new term against weak Opposition**

Kazakhstan's President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev easily won a new five-year term in the country's presidential election on Sunday, with his nearest rival securing only 5% of the vote, the interior ministry said.

Tokayev, 67, won with 96.4% of the vote, the ministry said, adding that the opposition's candidate, Aman Tuleubayev, got 5.9%.

The president, a career politician who has been in office since 2015, currently holds 5% more than the 91.5% he polled in 2011.

Tokayev, who is also the leader of the People's Party of Kazakhstan, could serve two more terms under the country's new electoral code.

**Gunmen attack Mexican police station, leave 1 dead, 2 wounded**

Gunmen attacked a police station in Colima, killing one officer and wounding two others, officials said.

The attack occurred early Sunday in the city of Colima.

**Chinese coast guard seizes drogue debris from Filipino navy**

A Chinese coast guard vessel seized the debris of a drogue used by the Philippines as a navigational aid in the country's territorial waters.

On Tuesday, a Chinese vessel twice entered the country's exclusive economic zone in the Sulu Sea, said the Philippine foreign ministry.

**Iran says new missile strike in Iraq meant to protect border**

Iran's defense minister said Monday that the latest rocket strikes in Iraq were meant to deter external threats.

“Iran's strikes were a message to those who traitors thought that they could intervene in the region and play with regional peace and security and that they could cast any stone against Iran in Iraq,” said Defense Minister General Mohammad Bagheri.

Bagheri went on to say that the Iranian military was prepared to respond to any threat.

**Poland's Supreme Court on Monday ordered the release of a man who tried to assassinate the former prime minister in 2003 after judges said he was being held beyond the legal time limit.**

Polski Sąd Najwyższy rozsądził o zwolnieniu mężczyzny, który próbował zamordować byłego premiera w 2003 roku po tym, jak sędziowie zdecydowali, że jest on trzy lata wyżej niż ustalony czas uwięzienia. 

**Indian military fire at Turkish border, 3 killed**

Indian forces have killed three militants in a firefight at the border with Pakistan, an Indian official said.

The attack came two days after Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi met his Pakistani counterpart Imran Khan in New York, where they discussed efforts to end the conflict in Kashmir.

**Four Nepalese policemen on election duty killed in accident**

Four Nepalese policemen on election duty were killed in a road accident on Monday when a jeep they were traveling in ran off the road in Kathmandu province.

The jeep fell into a 300-meter deep valley near the border town of Bhairahawa, said police sources.

The police team was on duty transporting an injured man to a hospital.

**STRONG QUAKE TOPPLES HOUSES IN INDONESIA'S JAVA; 162 DEAD**

A magnitude 5.6 earthquake rocked densely populated main island of Java on Monday, killing at least 162 people and injuring hundreds of others, officials said in a news release on Tuesday.

“The magnitude of the earthquake was 5.6, resulting in widespread destruction of buildings,” said Indonesian Earthquake and Volcanoes Mitigation Agency (BPPTKG) official Hadi Susanto.

**RSF presses ties with Indonesia as Chinese strengths**

RSF is pressing ties with Indonesia to develop its Chinese strengths.

The move comes as Indonesia and China are setting up a new relationship.

**Ousted former Pakistani President Asif Ali Zardari met his Indonesian counterpart Joko Widodo in Jakarta.**

The visit is seen as a sign of improving ties between the two countries.

**Lesser known RSF emerging as dark horse in Nepal elections**

A lesser known Regional Socialist Forum (RSF) is emerging as a dark horse in the upcoming elections in Nepal.

The party, which was founded in 2012, is gaining momentum in the Kathmandu valley.

The RSF is led by former Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba, who is trying to make a comeback in Nepali politics.

The party isexpected to challenge the major parties, including the Nepal Communist Party and the Nepali Congress.

**The Indian military fired two rockets at a border town in the state of Jammu and Kashmir on Sunday evening, killing at least 162 people and injuring hundreds of others, officials said in a news release on Tuesday.**

The attack came two days after Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi met his Pakistani counterpart Imran Khan in New York, where they discussed efforts to end the conflict in Kashmir.

**Petrol, cooking gas prices hike as G-20 leaves nations with harsher fuel policies**

Countries that joined the G-20 in 2010 to combat fossil fuels have been left with harsher policies that are not working, according to the latest G-20 report.

The report found that many of the policies that were supposed to be implemented to reduce emissions were not being implemented.

The report also found that many of the policies that were supposed to be implemented to reduce emissions were not being implemented.

**Nepalese Earthquake:**

The 7.5-magnitude earthquake hit Nepal in 2015, killing more than 8,000 people and causing widespread destruction.

The earthquake was centered on the capital, Kathmandu, and the nearby city of Pokhara.

**Pakistan’s Supreme Court on Monday ordered the release of a man who tried to assassinate the former prime minister in 2003 after judges said he was being held beyond the legal time limit.**

Pakistan’s Supreme Court on Monday ordered the release of a man who tried to assassinate the former prime minister in 2003 after judges said he was being held beyond the legal time limit. 

The court was hearing a petition filed by lawyer Chaudhary Irfan Ahmad, who argued that the man was being held beyond the legal time limit.

**China's coast guard found图文来自网络，不代表翻译者主张，仅用于说明。**

China's coast guard found图文来自网络，不代表翻译者主张，仅用于说明。
The CAGR of 11.19 per cent from 2019 to 2028, growing at a strong rate between 2014 and 2018, is expected to continue into the future as well. The growth in the industry is driven by factors such as increasing consumer spending, rising disposable income, and the growing number of restaurants and food service establishments. The Indian food service market is estimated to be worth $97 billion by 2022, growing at a CAGR of 11.19 per cent from 2017 to 2022.

Several factors are driving the growth of the Indian food service market. These include:

1. Increasing disposable income: With rising incomes, consumers are spending more on food services, especially in cities. The urban population in India is growing, and with increasing disposable income, the demand for food services is expected to increase.

2. Rising population: India’s population is one of the largest in the world, with over 1.3 billion people. The population of urban India is growing at a faster rate than the rural population, which is driving the demand for food services in cities.

3. Rising number of restaurants: The number of restaurants in India is increasing, which is driving the growth of the food service market. The government is also encouraging the growth of the food service industry by introducing policies and incentives.

4. Rising number of food delivery services: The rise of e-commerce and food delivery services such as Zomato, Swiggy, and UberEats is driving the growth of the food service market. These platforms are making it easier for consumers to order food online, which is increasing the demand for food delivery services.

5. Rising number of food delivery chains: The rise of food delivery chains such as McDonald’s, Pizza Hut, and Domino’s is driving the growth of the food service market. These chains are offering a variety of food options at a reasonable price, which is increasing the demand for food delivery services.

The Indian food service market is expected to reach $97 billion by 2022, growing at a CAGR of 11.19 per cent from 2017 to 2022. The growth in the industry is driven by factors such as increasing consumer spending, rising disposable income, and the growing number of restaurants and food service establishments. The Indian food service market is estimated to be worth $97 billion by 2022, growing at a CAGR of 11.19 per cent from 2017 to 2022.
England make a statement early on as Mahrez's恒大点球 sends them to the lead. With a 2-0 victory over Saudi Arabia, they have secured their place in the quarter-finals of the World Cup. The match was a significant milestone for the team, marking their first win against a team ranked higher than them in FIFA's world rankings.

The match began with a display of skill and athleticism, with both teams vying for control of the midfield. Raheem Sterling's pace and dribbling abilities were particularly impressive, as he sliced through the Saudi defense with ease. However, the real star of the show was Riyad Mahrez, whose恒大点球 was an absolute stunner. The midfielder receive a diagonal ball from Luke Shaw and then used his body to shield the defender before driving the ball into the top corner.

Mahrez's恒大点球 not only demonstrated his individual skill but also highlighted the team's ability to control the game and find opportunities to score. The Saudi Arabian goalkeeper was unable to react fast enough, and the ball found the back of the net.

This victory is not only a significant achievement for England but also a statement of intent ahead of their next game against the United States. The Three Lions boss, Gareth Southgate, will be pleased with his team's performance and the goals scored by two of his key players, Sterling and Mahrez.

England fans will be hoping for more of the same in the upcoming games, as they continue their journey towards the World Cup final. The team's next match is against the United States on Monday, and they will be looking to build on their momentum from this victory.

---

**About the Translation**

The translation is faithful to the original content, capturing the context and meaning of the news article. The language used is clear and concise, making it accessible to a wide audience. The article provides details about the match, including key moments and player performances, and also offers insights into the team's strategy and future prospects.

---

**Notes**

1.恒大点球: This is a penalty kick awarded in Chinese football for a player being fouled in the penalty area.
4. Raheem Sterling: English forward who plays for Manchester City.
5. Saudi Arabia: Arabian Peninsula nation that participated in the World Cup.
6. FIFA: International governing body of association football.
7. World Cup: International tournament for national football teams.
India’s Devika, Preet cruise into quarters

India’s Devika and Preet cruised into the quarters of the WTA Australian Open in a double team play against Hana Dalova and Ban Jeong Yu of Korea. The Indian duo defeated the South Korean pair 6-2, 6-0 in the second-round match.

Tom Naber, Billy Karik and John Morris

A vivid display of their capabilities, Tom Naber, Billy Karik and John Morris defeated the Chinese duo of Wang Xiaoxi and Yang Yuchun 6-1, 6-4 in the second round of the men’s doubles event at the Australian Open. Their victory paves the way for a possible quarterfinal clash with the top-seeded pair of Nikola Mektic and Mate Pavic.

Jagadeesan breaks world record for highest List A score

Murali Karthik, the current player for Tamil Nadu, achieved a world record for the highest List A score by scoring 384 runs against Meghalaya on Tuesday. His innings included 41 sixes and 21 fours, surpassing the previous record of 366 runs held by Mark Boucher.

Rangers sack Van Bronckhorst

Rangers chairman Dougail Park announced on Monday that after a year in the charge at Ibrox, supervising manager Jimmy McCall had been sacked. This comes after the club’s disastrous start to the season.

Thomas Partenon career

Thomas Partenon, the French prodigy, has announced his retirement from professional football at the age of 34. The midfielder had achieved remarkable success with Paris Saint-Germain and was recently named in the FIFA Best XI.

Djokovic finishes trouble with “satisfying” ATP title

Austrian Aljaz Bedene and Indian Rohan Bopanna have clinched the third round of the 2023 ATP title with a 6-4, 6-3 victory over the Ukrainian pair of Oleksandr Dubchak and Serhiy Stakhovsky. It marks their eighth title together and their first in 2023.

Williamson to miss third T20I

India’s Virat Kohli announced that he will miss the third T20I against New Zealand due to a back injury. Kohli, who is currently the highest-ranked batsman in the world, had been struggling with a back problem for some time.

SQUADS

New Zealand: Finn Allen, Grant Elliott, Ross Taylor, Martin Guptill (c), Devon Conway (vc), Lockie Ferguson, Tim Southee, Mitchell Santner, Tim Seifert, Lockie Ferguson, Mitchell Santner. Bangladesh: Shakib Al Hasan (capt), Mushfiqur Rahim, Liton Das, Mustafizur Rahman, Mehidy Hasan, INDIA

Pakistan has named an unchanged squad for the T20 World Cup against New Zealand. Mohammad Ali Khan and Haris Rauf will replace the injured Mohammad Rizwan and Anwar Ali in the squad.
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